EVENT

Straight Section Stage Barrier

SERIES

This solid aluminum crowd control stage barrier panel has a ramp-style base, fold-out step and round top rail for performers’ comfort and protection.

Protective Perimeter

Create a hard barrier between
rowdy audiences and
your talent and staff
performing on site.

Fast Mobility

Security can use the
panel’s fold-out step to
see over the crowd to
handle issues easier
during the event.

40”

Stage Barrier Specifications
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
SECTION STYLE
BASE STYLE
HOOKING SYSTEM
MATERIAL

40” LONG
47” HIGH
80 LBS
STRAIGHT PANEL
RAMP
RECESSED, RETRACTABLE PINS
ALUMINUM

Accessories (optional)
Bundle Options

Barricade Cart

47”

Easily move up to 10
barriers at once.

Mix and match panels in
different styles to create a perfect
set up for your venue.

Quick Setup & Removal

Exclusive Design

Our stage barrier is easy
to install and dismonthe , so
you’ll save a lot on labor.

Our stage barrier system’s
special design suits virtually
any event.

50”

Innovative

A pin and channel on
the sides of each panel
rail make connecting
panels fast and easy.

Safe & Effective

Retractable pins and
channels let you create
a safe, level surface and
enhance overall safety.
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EVENT

Snake Runner Stage Barrier

SERIES

Straight section with 12" cutout that allows you to feed cables through the stage barrier line.

Protective Perimeter

Create a hard barrier between
rowdy audiences and
your talent and staff
performing on site.

Fast Mobility

Security can use the
panel’s fold-out step to
see over the crowd to
handle issues easier
during the event.

40”

Stage Barrier Specifications
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
SECTION STYLE
BASE STYLE
HOOKING SYSTEM
MATERIAL

40” LONG
47” HIGH
80 LBS
STRAIGHT PANEL WITH 12” WINDOW AT BASE
RAMP
RECESSED, RETRACTABLE PINS
ALUMINUM

Accessories (optional)
Bundle Options

Barricade Cart

Easily move up to 10
barriers at once.

Mix and match panels in
different styles to create a perfect
set up for your venue.

Quick Setup & Removal

Exclusive Design

47”
Our stage barrier is easy
to install and dismonthe , so
you’ll save a lot on labor.

Our stage barrier system’s
special design suits virtually
any event.

50”
Innovative

A pin and channel on
the sides of each panel
rail make connecting
panels fast and easy.

Safe & Effective

Retractable pins and
channels let you create
a safe, level surface and
enhance overall safety.
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EVENT

Hinged Gate Stage Barrier

SERIES

Straight piece with hinged section to create opening without breaking the line of barriers.

Protective Perimeter

Create a hard barrier between
rowdy audiences and
your talent and staff
performing on site.

Fast Mobility

Security can use the
panel’s fold-out step to
see over the crowd to
handle issues easier
during the event.

41”

Stage Barrier Specifications
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
SECTION STYLE
BASE STYLE
HOOKING SYSTEM
MATERIAL

41” LONG
47” HIGH
87 LBS
HINGED GATE ACCESS PANEL
RAMP
RECESSED, RETRACTABLE PINS
ALUMINUM

Accessories (optional)
Bundle Options

Barricade Cart
47”

Easily move up to 10
barriers at once.

Mix and match panels in
different styles to create a perfect
set up for your venue.

Quick Setup & Removal

Exclusive Design

Our stage barrier is easy
to install and dismonthe , so
you’ll save a lot on labor.

Our stage barrier system’s
special design suits virtually
any event.

50”
Innovative

A pin and channel on
the sides of each panel
rail make connecting
panels fast and easy.

Safe & Effective

Retractable pins and
channels let you create
a safe, level surface and
enhance overall safety.
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EVENT

90° Flex Corner Stage Barrier

SERIES

This single-turn piece can form both left and right corners without compromising the strength of the stage barrier system.

Protective Perimeter

Create a hard barrier between
rowdy audiences and
your talent and staff
performing on site.

34”

Fast Mobility

Security can use the
panel’s fold-out step to
see over the crowd to
handle issues easier
during the event.

Stage Barrier Specifications
LENGTH
HEIGHT
WEIGHT
SECTION STYLE
BASE STYLE
HOOKING SYSTEM
MATERIAL

69” LONG
47” HIGH
114 LBS
CORNER PANEL THAT ANGLES FROM -90° to +90°
RAMP
RECESSED, RETRACTABLE PINS
ALUMINUM

Accessories (optional)
Bundle Options

Barricade Cart

47”

Easily move up to 10
stage barriers at once.

Mix and match panels in
different styles to create a perfect
set up for your venue.

Quick Setup & Removal

Exclusive Design

Our stage barrier is easy
to install and dismonthe , so
you’ll save a lot on labor.

Our stage barrier system’s
special design suits virtually
any event.

50”

Innovative

A pin and channel on
the sides of each panel
rail make connecting
panels fast and easy.

Safe & Effective

Retractable pins and
channels let you create
a safe, level surface and
enhance overall safety.
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